Sara Roosevelt Park Community Coalition
http://sdrpc.mkgarden.org/

City Council:

November 12, 2015

Sara Roosevelt Park is 7.85 acres in the Lower East Side and Chinatown. Due to its narrowness
(190 feet wide), our park has little tolerance for shadowing created during the fall and winter
months by the deluge of out of scale luxury development. Shading means significantly colder
temperatures in large swaths of parkland that are no longer warmed by sunshine. Shadowing is
changing and will change what can be grown in our two GreenThumb gardens (M’Finda Kalunga
Garden and New Forsyth Conservancy Garden) as well as in the Elizabeth Hubbard Scent
Garden. It will drastically alter time available in the Hua Mei Bird Sanctuary here. Soccer games
and bike polo matches are getting colder and the spectators becoming fewer. Parents don’t
conspire on benches while their children explore playgrounds and make friends. Our shared city
life shrinks.
This is still a poor and working/middle class neighborhood, with children and elders who have no
country home, no vacation respite, no weekends out of the city, no air conditioning and no
backyard - this park is it.
City Parks play a vital role in civic life - as meeting places for neighbors, as the only democratic
mixers left in this city for any one who will join the rest of humanity for a stroll, some gardening,
a game, or a quiet sit-down.
Studies have been done already. The former Parks Council was an organization dedicated to the
protection, preservation and enhancement of NYC's public parks and open spaces. Their
document "Preserving Sunlight in NYC's Parks: A Zoning Proposal, was a thorough survey with
solid recommendations to avoid parkland being shadowed by development. Any building that
would cast shadow on a public park should be required to undergo a rigorous shadow assessment
with rigorous restrictions where needed – ‘City Planning' for the people who actually live here.
In the 1924 Times article, the city's former health commissioner, Dr. Haven Emerson said that the
“value of the park lies in its ability to provide sunlight”. Tall buildings that shadow parks may be
a great investment and profit maker for some but they mean greatly reduced park time in the fall
and winter months and a little less sun for everyone else.
Thank you,
K Webster
President
Sara Roosevelt Park Coalition
http://sdrpc.mkgarden.org/
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!

I am Veronika Conant, a retired academic librarian and member of the Committee to
Save the New York Public Library. I am also past President of the West 54 - 55 Street
Block Association, a group active during the disastrous sale of the Donnell Library and
also the Museum of Modern Art’s (MoMA’s) most recent expansion at 53 W 53 Street.

!

Thank you for calling this important hearing. I am in support of Intro 288-A to require
conflict-of-interest disclosures from executives of city-funded not-for-profit
organizations.

!

The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) is a not-for profit organization. According to
MoMA’s Annual Report for FY 2015 they received $176 million in public funds. It is a
significant amount.

!

Over the last several decades MoMA has become a real estate developer as well as an
art museum, with less and less of their expansions devoted to gallery space.

!

In 1979, during NYC’s major financial crisis, the City allowed MoMA to sell for $17
million its unused development rights mid-block on West 53 Street to a developer to
build Museum Tower (MT), a 54 stories tall condo over six floors of MoMA’s galleries.

!

At that time the Trust for Cultural Resources was created, and the 260 condo
owners at MT received exemption from NYC property taxes in perpetuity. Instead,
each year the property taxes are being administered through the Trust to MoMA.
This means MT, a luxury condo, gets free City services and MoMA pockets their
property taxes.

!

According to the the Annual Report of Tax Expenditures by the Department of
Finance, in FY 2015 alone this was $15 million. Electronic records at the site
http://www1.nyc.gov/site/finance/taxes/annual-report-on-tax-expenditures.page
go back to 1998, with a few yeas missing. I added up as best I could and the loss
of property taxes by the City for the period 1998 to 2015 came to about $170
million. Since the arrangement goes back to about 1985, the total of lost property
tax revenue by NYC must be above $200 million.

!

The Trust for Cultural Resources has a very important function in the City and
has helped many other cultural institutions. However, the only property tax
exemption granted is to MoMA.

!

During the last thirty years MoMA underwent two major expansions, each involving a
series of real estate deals.

!

Rezoning of Midtown in the early 1980’s, except for the footprint of Museum Tower,
downzoned the North side of W 53 Street, and both sides of W 54, 55 and 56 Streets
between 5th and 6th Avenues to C5-P (max. FAR 8, downzoned from max. FAR 10),
and created a Preservation Subdistrict of the Midtown Special District to protect and
preserve these blocks, filled with architecturally significant townhouses and unique, low
scale, older buildings, many designated landmarks. The Block Association initiated and
got five additional landmark designations. to the already existing ones.

!

MoMA’s expansion in 2000 resulted in a 250 foot tall Museum/Office building in midblock, between W 53 and W 54 Streets, with the office space for commercial rentals
over six floors of galleries. Much space was added to the museum, including about
40,000 square feet new gallery space (16% of the total space added). During this time
MoMA managed to get their property on the North side of W 53 Street be upzoned to
C5-2.5 (max. FAR 12). The tall MoMA Office Building destabilized the Preservation
Subdistrict and the blocks North of it.

!

MoMA gradually bought all the remaining smaller buildings West of it on both W 53 and
54 Streets, up to the Financial Times Building at 6th Avenue, razed them, and sold the
small empty lot to Hines developers in 2007 for $125 million. The razing caused
changes in zoning and a small portion near 6th Avenue allowed MoMA and Hines to buy
unlimited amount of air rights, and the Bloomberg Administration allowed them to build
mid-block a 1,050 feet tall building, totally out of scale with every other building around
it. This latest expansion, started in August 2014 at 53 W 53 Street, will take 4 1/2 years,
and is currently in progress. Three floors out of 72 floors of the condo-museum will
become galleries, adding 40,000 square feet to the existing gallery space (less than one
tenth of the new space added).

!

Clearly, real estate interests have taken over the Museum of Modern Art. They need
closer examination and oversight by the City.

!

For the latest expansion MoMA paid $10.8 million to University Club for 136,000 square
feet. Hines paid St Thomas Church over $71 million for 275,000 square feet. MoMA
paid in 2011 $31.2 million to the American Folk Art Museum for their beautiful gem
which, against much opposition, it then razed. Some Board of Trustee members have
real estate interests. Jerry Speyer is Chairman of MoMA. MoMA’s Director and
administrative staff get very high salaries, while the museum reputation has suffered.

!

In light of the above, after thirty years, it seems timely to reexamine and change the
arrangement with the Trust, and use the condo’s property taxes for the many dire needs
of the City. An audit would be important to shed light on the use of City funds received
by MoMA. It is also important that the new Hines/ MoMA building does not get tax
exemptions.
Yes, to more disclosures by non-profits. Thank you.

!

November 12th, 2015
To: Council Member Mark Levine and Council Member Corey Johnson
From: SAVE CHELSEA
RE: In support of Intro 373 Shadows Task Force
*Above Grade On the High Line by Phillip Lopate
November 2011 – which Save Chelsea has renamed “A Cautionary Tale”
“Much of the High Line’s present magic stems from its passing though an historic industrial
cityscape roughly the same age as the viaduct, supplemented by private tenement backyards and
the poetic grunge of taxi garages. It would make a huge difference if High Line walkers were to
feel trapped in a canyon of spanking new high-rise condos, providing antlike visual entertainment
for one’s financial betters lolling on balconies.”
Lopate goes on to say, “The High Line exemplifies a preservation conundrum: how do you
protect not only the older structure itself, through intelligent adaptive re-use, but also retain the
flavor of its original surrounding context? A certain amount of luxury high-rise will inevitably
occur along this route: the question is how much. Only strict zoning regulations might prevent a
forest of new apartment buildings from flanking the High Line, but the city seems to be
encouraging more, rather than less, high-rise residential development in the Far West Side. We
can only pray that the current recession, which has temporarily brought a halt to some of the new
construction, will last as long as possible.”
Concluding, “While wringing our hands, we should also remember that when the High Line was
built, one of its initial purposes was to spur “air rights” development over the site.”
In 2012, during the opposition to the up-zoning of the Chelsea Market, CB4 Land Use
Committee member, David Holowka said, “The Special West Chelsea District might as well be
called the Special District to Ensure That Light, Air and Views Are Preserved along the High
Line Open Space, for the number of times these words are repeated in its zoning text.” And, that
same year, Assemblyman Richard Gottfried lamented that, in the end, “The 2005 Special West
Chelsea District will create a corridor of large commercial and residential buildings running north
from Chelsea Market, intended largely to compensate property owners for the preservation of the
High Line.”
Despite the promise that light, air, and views would be preserved as a public amenity, the High
Line Park has become a shadowed canyon of greatly diminished views, now obscured by new
construction. It is, sadly, too late for the High Line Park, but we support Intro. 373, and hope that
this task force will have sufficient teeth to save numerous other New York City Parks from this
“dark park” fate.
* From: https://placesjournal.org/article/above-grade-on-the-high-line/
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